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Alphacool tubing
AlphaTube HF 13/10

(3/8"ID) - UV white 3m
(9,8ft) Retailbox

$14.95

Product Images

Short Description

A water cooling system consists of many different elements. Pumps, radiators, cooling blocks, reservoirs and
often other com-ponents. In order to build up a functional water cooling system, these components must of
course be connected to each other. The easiest way to do this is use tubung. Here the Alphacool AlphaTube
HF tubing is the best choice.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Description

A water cooling system consists of many different elements. Pumps, radiators, cooling blocks, reservoirs and
often other com-ponents. In order to build up a functional water cooling system, these components must of
course be connected to each other. The easiest way to do this is use tubung. Here the Alphacool AlphaTube
HF tubing is the best choice.

Features

Optics
In different vivid colors, clear and also UV-active. The AlphaTube HF tube offers a large selection of different
colours and styles making it easy to find the hose that best suits your taste.

Application
The AlphaTube HF tubing has the perfect flexibility to be easily installed. It is flexible enough to be laid
without effort, butat the same time rigid enough that it will not kink easily, even with tighter bending radii.

Available in different sizes.
We offer the AlphaTube HF hose in all common sizes.

Specifications

Color: white

Manufacturer: Alphacool

Outer diameter: 13mm (1/2")

Inner diameter: 10mm (3/8")

UV - color: blue

Material: PVC

Length: 3,00m

Max. Operating pressure: 2 bar (bei 20°C)

Service temperature: -10°C bis 80°C
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Additional Information

Brand Alphacool

SKU AC-17534

Weight 1.5000

Color UV White

Tube Type PVC

Tube Size 3/8" x 1/2" (10mm x 13mm)

Material PVC

Delivery Retail Box

Vendor SKU/EAN 4250197175340


